This simulation study presents an inquiry into the mechanisms by which a strong electric shock halts life-threatening cardiac arrhythmias. It examines the extension of refractoriness" hypothesis for de brillation which postulates that the shock induces an extension of the refractory period of cardiac cells thus blocking propagating waves of arrhythmia and brillation. The present study uses a model of the de brillation process that represents a sheet of myocardium as a bidomain with unequal anisotropy ratios. The tissue consists of curved bers in which spiral wave reentry is initiated. The de brillation shock is delivered via two line electrodes that occupy opposite tissue boundaries. Simulation results demonstrate that a large-scale region of depolarization is induced throughout most of the tissue. This depolarization extends the refractoriness of the cells in the region. In addition, new wavefronts are generated from the regions of induced hyperpolarization that further restrict the spiral wave pathway and cause its termination.
Introduction
Current understanding of the mechanism for cardiac de brillation considers prevention of wavefront propagation by the shock to be central for de brillation. A large body of research has con rmed that the shock extends the refractoriness of tissue traversed by brillatory pathways 1;2;3;4 and thus, the wavefronts die out since they have nowhere to go. Currently, extension of refractoriness by the shock is attributed to the production of the so-called graded r esponse 3;5;6;7 which constitutes an extension of action potential duration APD of each cell in the myocardium, and is initiated by a large shockinduced membrane depolarization. Clearly, this concept implies that every cell a ected by the shock undergoes some level of membrane depolarization.
However, recent measurements 8;9;10 and computer simulations 11;12 revealed that the spatial distribution of transmembrane potential induced by the de brillation shock is more complex than previously expected. These studies have demonstrated that the membrane is hyper-or depolarized throughout regions that comprise many cardiac cells these regions are termed virtual electrodes". This evidence seems to con ict with the understanding of the contribution of the extension of refractoriness in the de brillation process.
The goal of this simulation research is to examine the contribution of the extension of cellular refractoriness to de brillation in a tissue model that permits the formation of virtual electrodes during the shock. To better understand the results of our tissue-level simulation results, we initially examine the e ect of shock-induced depolarization and hyperpolarization on the refractoriness of a single isolated cell. Then, we proceed to examine refractoriness following the shock in the two-dimensional tissue model that consists of interconnected cells forming curved bers. The tissue is represented as a bidomain of unequal anisotropy ratios, thus permitting extracellular intervention with a de brillation shock. We simulate arrhythmia by inducing a spiral wave reentry and extinguish it by a de brillation shock delivered via two parallel extracellular electrodes. We demonstrate that the success of the shock depends on the extension of refractoriness at the virtual cathode as well as on the ability o f the shock to generate new wavefronts at the border between depolarized and hyperpolarized regions in the myocardium.
Methods
To describe the membrane kinetics of cardiac tissue, we employ the modi ed version of the Beeler-Reuter model 13 , namely the BRDR membrane kinetics equations 14 . However, these equations need to be further modi ed before we can experiment with high-strength shocks. The rationale for this is that ionic models of active tissue are originally derived from voltage-clamp experiments, which provide data mostly for the voltage range of a normal action potential.
When the transmembrane potential, V m , exceeds the limits of this range due to a strong depolarization or hyperpolarization, namely V m 100 mV and V m ,85 mV for the BRDR model, the equations become unstable and lead to non-physiological results. Thus, to conduct simulation research in de brillation, we modi ed the BRDR model equations ensuring their stability for high-energy shocks. The modi cation used here is described in a previous publication of ours 15 . Further, to account for the fact that APD in a brillating ventricle is considerably shorter than a normal action potential, we decrease the APD of a single cell to approximately 100 msec 15 . It is this nal version of the action potential kinetics that is used to examine the e ect of depolarizing and hyperpolarizing shocks on both single cells and myocardial sheets.
To study the collective behavior of cells in intact cardiac tissue during and after the de brillation shock, we use the bidomain model of cardiac tissue for a review of the bidomain model refer to 16 . The following coupled di erential equations are employed: r i r i = i m ; in ; 15;17 . In the tissue model, the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions are used representing the fact that the preparation is surrounded by an insulator, n i r i = 0 ; n e r e = 0 ; on @ ; 4 where is the square tissue domain of dimensions 2 by 2 cm.
To account for change in ber orientation in the myocardium, we assume that cells in the sheet form curved pathways. We c hoose parabolic bers since they are characterized with non-uniform ber curvature along a ber pathway. In a model tissue preparation with changing ber orientation, although the intrinsic longitudinal and transverse conductivities of a ber and its associated extracellular space remain constant as the ber bends, the global conductivities with respect to a xed coordinate system in the tissue change from point to point. It is the latter conductivities that participate in the equations above. I n a t w o-dimensional preparation, the relationship between the global tissue conductivities and the ones intrinsic to a ber is given by the following expressions:^ whereR is a matrix re ecting the local change in ber orientation, andR ,1 is its inverse. i l , e l , i t and e t denote the intrinsic longitudinal subscript l and transverse subscript t bidomain conductivities of a ber. The values of the latter used here are the same as in a paper by Roth 18 .
To simulate arrhythmic behavior in the sheet, we initiate a single reentrant circuit utilizing an S1,S2 stimulation protocol described previously in 19 . The resulting reentrant wave i s stable with the period of rotation 71 msec. The de brillation shock is administered through line electrodes that occupy the entire length of opposite tissue boundaries at the top and bottom of the tissue.
The shock is monophasic, of duration 10 msec, and of varying strength.
To solve the bidomain equations we rst replace the spatial di erential operators by nite di erences. The ODEs are then solved using a predictorcorrector method PECE. We employ an iterative technique, GMRES; the version used here is diagonally-precondidtionded. The semi-implicit PECE method is a two-step Adams-Bashforth predictor with a two-step AdamsMoulton corrector. 1 shows the e ect of monophasic pulses applied during the refractory period of a single cell action potential. Two h yper-and two de-polarizing pulse trains for two di erent shock strengths are examined in the four panels of the gure. The shocks from each train are delivered at increasing coupling intervals CIs and the membrane responses are shown as consecutive traces on top of the original cellular action potential. The gure demonstrates that weak hyperpolarizing pulses panel a shorten the APD. The timing of the shock i s v ery important the earlier the shock i n to the cellular action potential i.e., the shorter the CI, the less the shortening in APD. Strong hyperpolarizing pulses panel b have a similar e ect on the APD, with short coupling intervals causing shorter APDs. Another di erence between strong and weak hyperpolarizing pulses is that the weak pulse seems to shorten APD after its release; the action potential is actually not terminated. For a strong hyperpolarizing shock, the pulse seems to kill the action potential.
The depolarizing pulses in Fig. 1 panels c and d cause an extension of the APD and thus the refractory period of the cell. Strong depolarizing shocks panel d cause an extension in APD that depends on the CI. Weak depolarizing shocks panel c elicit a response that is markedly di erent for di erent CIs. For the longest CI, the response resembles a new action potential; at the tissue level this could result in a slow-propagating action potential.
Thus, the response of cells shocked while undergoing an AP varies, depending on the shock strength as well as on the timing of the stimulus. These results of ours are consistent with some of the model ndings of Jones and coworkers 20;21 , and Fishler et al. 22;23 . Our major contribution here is that we are able to demonstrate, for the rst time, cellular responses for high-strength shocks, such as those delivered during clinical de brillation procedures. Myocardial behavior as shown here was reported in experiments by Dillon 1 using potentiometric dye techniques, as well as by T o v ar 24 using monophasic action potential recordings.
3.2 Extension of refractoriness in a sheet of myocardium Fig. 2 demonstrates a spiral wave reentry and its termination by a de brillation shock delivered by two line electrodes located at the top and bottom tissue boundaries; cathode is at the bottom, anode is at the top. The electrodes deliver a uniform electric eld; the shock strength is 6 V=cm. The rst panel in Fig. 2 200 ms after the onset of the spiral wave depicts the spiral wave at the time of shock delivery; an excitable gap located near the bottom edge of the tissue is visible in this panel. Consistent with previous studies of our on virtual electrodes in tissue with curved bers 25;26;27 , the shock depolarizes the majority of the tissue, with hyperpolarization induced near the top, left, and right edges. The depolarizing stimulus falls partly over the excitable gap, directly depolarizing it. At the end break of the shock, new wavefronts are elicited at the upper corners as well as the bottom left corner of the tissue frame t=215.0. These wavefronts propagate along the borders of the tissue frame t=222.0 where transient h yperpolarization has decreased the threshold for excitation this is consistent with ndings in 20;21;24 . Eventually, all tissue is depolarized and no excitable areas remain frame t=239.0. The original spiral wave is extinguished thus rendering the shock successful". shock. It takes longer for the excitable areas made excitable by the transient hyperpolarization to become depolarized. At frame t=239.0 in Fig. 2 , all tissue is depolarized. In Fig. 5 frame t=239 .0, however, there still exists an excitable area. Furthermore, because of the lower shock i n tensity, tissue that was refractory at the end of the shock i s n o w becoming excitable again. By the time the waves collide along the top border of the tissue frame t=251.0, there is a large excitable area ahead of the wavefront. As a result, the wave continues to propagate frame t=335.0. As evident from Fig. 4 , the failure to extend refractoriness su ciently compared to the case of undisturbed spiral wave see traces 7-10,11 allows for the continuation of the propagating wave-front. Note in these traces that the second cycle the rst full action potential begins just as the rst cycle is reaching resting potential the dashed line in the traces. Thus the region under those recording electrodes" is close to being fully excitable by the time the wavefront gets there which is the ultimate reason for the failure of the shock in this simulation.
Discussion
In this simulation study we examine the response of single cells and cardiac tissue sheets to de brillation shocks. The purpose of the research is to study the extension of cellular refractoriness induced by the shock and its role in preventing the propagation of the wavefronts of arrhythmia and brillation.
Previous research 1;2;3;5;6;20;21 has concluded that that extension of refractoriness is the predominant mechanism by which the shock restores normal cardiac function. Tissue that remains longer in refractory, i.e. inexcitable, state cannot be re-excited by an incoming wavefront. Thus, the incoming wavefronts die out since they have n o where to go. Since de brillation hypotheses have postulated that each cell becomes depolarized by the shock 28;29 , then extension of refractoriness appears to be a phenomenon on a cellular level 1;2;20;21;30 .
The rst part of this simulation study thus examines the responses of single refractory cells to de brillation shocks delivered at various intervals from the onset of the cellular action potential. Of particular interest is the extension of refractoriness following a strong de brillation shock since it has clinical relevance. This study is the rst to o er such results; they are the outcome of the development o f our computational tools that make possible the examination of cell and tissue behavior under strong electric elds. Although single cell behavior as observed here is consistent with previous modeling and experimental research 20;21;30 , it o ers a limited understanding of the electrical processes that take place during and after the de brillation shock. The reason for this is that the behavior of interconnected cells is far more complicated. It involves phenomena not observed on the cellular level such as, for instance, the formation of adjacent regions of depolarization and hyperpolarization virtual cathodes and anodes following a cathodal depolarizing stimulus 11 . Our results on the tissue level con rm this: although extension of refractoriness similar to the one demonstrated in cells subjected to strong or weak depolarizing stimuli Fig. 1 panels c and d is observed under the virtual cathodes Figs. 3 and 4, the outcome of the shock depends on the global behavior of the tissue. The timing of the incoming wavefronts, both pre-existent and shock-induced, determines whether they will invade the central portion of the tissue. Indeed, Fig. 5 demonstrates that due to a lack of new excitation at the top right corner of the tissue, the spiral wave has an excitable area in front of it allowing it to continue its propagation. Thus, extension of refractoriness, although very important mechanism for de brillation, does not provide a complete description of the de brillation process. The formation of new wavefronts at the break of the shock is an additional factor, the role of which needs to be fully elucidated in the future.
The present study is a step forward in the quest for uncovering the mechanisms of cardiac de brillation. The major limitation of this study is the two-dimensional nature of the preparation. Although it incorporates nonuniform ber curvature, shown by us to be of paramount importance to the generation of virtual electrodes throughout the tissue 25;26;27 , the geometry of the preparation is far from realistic. Nonetheless, we expect that when our computational capabilities allow us to examine the e ect of the shock on the whole heart, we will obtain results consistent with the conclusions made in this study. The reason for this is that the shock-induced pattern of transmembrane potential, as obtained from passive models 31 is characterized with large-scale regions of depolarization and hyperpolarization in immediate proximity of each other. Thus, we expect that similar line of events will take place following a de brillation shock in real hearts.
In this article we do not present a detailed simulation study examining all parameters that might have an impact on the success of failure of the shock. Rather, we focus on testing the role of the extension of refractoriness in de brillation for a xed set of parameters, such as tissue size, waveform shape and duration, and timing of the shock. The most clinically relevant of these parameters is the shape of the de brillation pulse since biphasic shocks have been shown to de brillate with less energy and voltage than monophasic 32;33;34 . The examination of the impact of these parameters, and most importantly, the shape of the shock w a v eform on the outcome of the shock is the focus of our forthcoming research.
